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Stylish

Sophisticated 

Adaptable



Stylish. Inspired by the nomads of Northern Africa, a Bedouin Style Marquee  combines 

simplicity with style. 

Malleable and marvellous. Stretch marquees offer an amazing assortment of

ways to sculpt interesting shapes to match your environment.

Quick to setup. Quick to take down. 

Low impact. With minimum fuss a stretch marquee is so flexible it can fit 

literally any environment and once removed you won't even know it was there!

Branding. Simply put, brand logos look amazing on our stretch marquees, 

perfect for activations.

Dynamic Stretch Tents is a family run business born out of a love for the great 

outdoors, for festivals and events and the desire to bring people together in a 

comfortable, classy environment.

Inspired by traditional Bedouin tents used by nomadic tribes in the East 

African desert, our beautiful structures provide protection from wind, sun 

and rain. They are stylish, easily adaptable and offer a simple solution for 

events of all sizes, business spaces and private homes. 

ABOUT US

BENEFITS OF USING A BEDOUIN STYLE MARQUEE



Stylish

Sophisticated 



ü Festival Tents

ü Hospitality Tents

ü Garden Parties

ü Corporate Events

ü Campsites

ü Weddings

ü Activations

ü Building Sites

ü Restaurants & Hotels

ü Outdoor Dancefloors

ü Private Events

Dynamic Stretch Tents are not only 

incredibly robust and portable, they 

also suit any type of application.

APPLICATIONS

FOR 

STRETCH

TENTS



EVENT TENT!
Flexible
While conventional marquee tents are rigid structures which can only be erected in flat 

surfaces, stretch tents are moulded for the environment and can be attached to any fixed 

structures or even trees. 

Space
Stretch tents integrate seamlessly into any given space. Because of their extreme flexibility 

and 'stretchiness' they become part of the space and not an invasion of the space.

Easy to transport
Even our biggest stretch tents pack down to a reasonably sized duffle bag and along with 

the poles, which range in size from 2m to 4.5m plus ropes and accessories, these can be 

transported in a small utility van or truck.

Weather Resistant
Weather is usually one of the primary reasons to use a stretch tent. Aside from the fact that 

they look so stylish, stretch tents are highly weather resistant and due to their high tensile 

stretch, can withstand the elements and keep your guests comfy and secure.

Aesthetically pleasing on the eye
Stretch Tents make a fluid, striking statement. They are available in an assortment of colours 

to match the theme of your event and they blend seamlessly with the environment.

Versatile
Bedouin style stretch tents allow you to be creative with your setup. Your tent can be erected 

on steep slopes, terraces, rooftops and even car parks. This type of special event covering is 

not possible with a conventional marquee. 

Conventional pole marquee tents consist of a roof canopy supported by tall centre poles 

and are tensioned using side lines secured by stakes driven into the ground and smaller side 

poles.

A stretch tent can be rigged in almost any conceivable shape and fashion as the tent 

material is specifically manufactured to be extremely flexible and is then rigged using poles 

and pegs. The tent fabric returns to its original shape once derigged. 

BEDOUIN STYLE
STRETCH TENTS 
THE ULTIMATE 



= Riggers Required:  3 - 4

= Installation Time:  1 - 2 hours

29 X 12 (108m )

Cinema, dancing or cocktail style seating: 70 pax

Seated at tables: 50 pax

Capacity

= Seated Dinner: 50 pax

= Standing Cocktail: 60 pax

= Seated Cinema: 70 pax

Size & Weight
2

= Area Covered : 108m

= Weight : 108kg 

= Packed Tent Dimensions: 70cm x 70cm x 140cm

Rigging & Installation

26 x 9 (54m )

Cinema, dancing or cocktail style seating: 

30-35 pax

Capacity

= Seated Dinner: 30 pax

= Standing Cocktail: 40 pax

= Seated Cinema: 45 pax

Size & Weight
2

= Area Covered : 54m

= Weight : 54kg 

= Packed Tent Dimensions: 60cm x 60cm x 100cm

Rigging & Installation

= Riggers Required:  2 - 3

= Installation Time:  1 - 2 hours

27.5 x 10 (75m )

Cinema, dancing or cocktail style seating: 60 pax

Seated at tables: 40 pax

Capacity

= Seated Dinner: 40 pax

= Standing Cocktail: 50 pax

= Seated Cinema: 60 pax

Size & Weight
2

= Area Covered : 75m

= Weight : 75kg 

= Packed Tent Dimensions: 60cm x 60cm x 120cm

Rigging & Installation

= Riggers Required:  2 - 3

= Installation Time:  1 - 2 hours

Although we can manufacture any custom tent size 

requested, our standard size tents have proven to meet 

the requirements of 90% of all application. As a rental or 

event company, keeping stock of these sizes will equip 

you for both small and large-scale events. 

No matter the size of the event, 

from small to large to grand-scale, 

we have you covered.

TENT SIZES



= Riggers Required:  6 - 8

= Installation Time:  4 - 5 hours

220 X 25 (500m )

Cinema, dancing or cocktail style seating: 400 pax

Seated at tables: 325 pax

Capacity

= Seated Dinner: 300 pax

= Standing Cocktail: 350 pax

= Seated Cinema: 400 pax

Size & Weight
2

= Area Covered : 500m

= Weight : 500kg 

= Packed Tent Dimensions: 200cm x 200cm x 

125cm

Rigging & Installation

210 x 15 (150m )

Cinema, dancing or cocktail style seating: 85 pax

Seated at tables: 85 pax

Capacity

= Seated Dinner: 80 pax

= Standing Cocktail: 90 pax

= Seated Cinema: 100 pax

Size & Weight
2

= Area Covered : 150m

= Weight : 150kg 

= Packed Tent Dimensions: 70cm x 70cm x 175cm

Rigging & Installation

= Riggers Required: 3 - 4

= Installation Time:  2 - 3 hours

220 x 15 (300m )

Cinema, dancing or cocktail style seating: 200 pax

Seated at tables: 150 pax

Capacity

= Seated Dinner: 150 pax

= Standing Cocktail: 200 pax

= Seated Cinema: 220 pax

Size & Weight
2

= Area Covered : 300m

= Weight : 300kg 

= Packed Tent Dimensions: 85cm x 85cm x 190cm

Rigging & Installation

= Riggers Required:  5 - 6

= Installation Time:  3 - 4 hours

Other standard sizes available: 7.5 x 10 | 10 x 10 | 12 x 15 | 12 x 18 | 18 x 24

No matter the size of the event, 

from small to large to grand-scale, 

we have you covered.

TENT SIZES

Although we can manufacture any custom tent size 

requested, our standard size tents have proven to meet 

the requirements of 90% of all application. As a rental or 

event company, keeping stock of these sizes will equip 

you for both small and large-scale events. 



“Thank you thank you Dynamic Stretch tents. You certainly brought the WOW 

factor to our celebration. From enquiry to build was all made easy by your 

wonderful team. Goodbye Marquees and Gazebos, and hello Stretch!!!”

“A very professional organisation. From the first site review to erection and then 

dismantling, this company were confident and very competent. All round, a very 

good experience.”

“I would recommend a stretch tent to anyone who wants a unique outdoor space 

for any party or function. We had a unique vision and the whole team nailed it. 

Throughout the process they supported us and kept us informed. The tent was a 

great talking point at our party and added the wow factor to our event.”

What our
customers

say...



Our stretch tents are made by leading South African stretch tent innovator and manufacturer, Dimensions Tents + 

Structures.  All the fabrics are treated with a water repellent, an anti-fungal agent and a Teflon finish to maximise 

durability.

All the tents currently available for hire are made of Premium 3-PLY fabric, which is suitable for repeated set ups and 

tents intended to have a longer lifespan. 

It has a special fire retardant coating that is compliant with international safety standards. This 3-ply 700 micron textile 

consists of two layers of 260 Polyester micron knit, bonded with a 180 micron PVC membrane. It is 100% waterproof, 

resistant to sun and UV rays. This fabric retains its shape well between pitches and casts a 100% shadow.

All fabric types are fire retardant to comply with B1/M2/CFM/BS standards.

DTS FLEX COATED FABRIC

Our MATTE FLEX range sets a new standard for stretch tent design and usability which we are confident will outperform 

competitors.

ü  100% waterproof & fire compliant

ü  Coated fabric sets new waterproofing and UV stabilisation standards

ü  Slick matte finish adds a touch of class and elegance (non-plastic veneer), exclusive to Dimensions

ü  Welded and stitched seems and patches

ü  Easy to clean and dry

ü  Easily add logo/signage for branding

ü  Two Year warranty

ü  Suitable for permanent installations and rental applications

FABRICS

DTS 3 – PLY FABRIC

The tensile strength of our new stretch tent fabric outperforms competitors' fabric and is almost twice as 

strong.

ü 100% waterproof & fire retardant

ü  UV stabilised

ü  Stitched and welded seems

ü  High Tensile stretch

ü  Highly durable

ü  Adaptable to any install setting

ü  Brandable with logo/signage 

ü  Two-year Warranty



COLOURS
Our tents are extremely versatile and can be manipulated into any configuration to create 

both enclosed cosy area with the sides down or breathable space with the sides open. 

With the stretchy fabric and poles of various lengths we can set up an attractive shape on 

any kind of surface, working around the existing environment. Our stretch tents become 

an organic part of the venue.

Custom colours are available on request for tent purchases.

Popular rental colours available include beige, platinum grey, white and red.  



Adaptable



WARRANTIES
CERTIFICATIONS

Our tents are manufactured by a leading and innovative 

South African supplier who has been at the forefront of 

stretch tent technology for over 15 years.

2 Year Warranty on sewing welds.

ISO 17025

056-TEST

Institut Français du
Textile et de l’Habillement

TEN
TECH

ONTWERP EN
ADVIES VOOR
LICHTGEWICHT
BOUWEN

TESTING

Worldwide fire 

compliance and 

safety 

accreditation

Registered with 

Ten Tech 

Engineering 

and Structural 

certification

2 Year Warranty 

on sewing

welds

100% 

waterproof and 

anti-microbially 

treated

French M2 

certification

US CFM

certification

BS British 

standard 

certification

--------------------------
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+44 (0) 118 334 4933

contact@dynamicstretchtents.com

dynamicstretchtents.com

Dynamicstretchtents

dynamic_stretch_tents

CONTACT US


